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Abstract The recent discovery of perfect cage-like D2d B40
−

and D2d B40 (all-boron fullerenes) has led to the emergence of
a borospherene family. However, the geometrical and elec-
tronic structures of their cationic counterpart B40

+, previously
detected in gas phase, remain unknown to date. Based on
extensive first-principles theory calculations, we present here-
in the possibility of a perfect cage-like D2d B40

+ (1) (2A1) for
the monocation, which turns out to be the global minimum of
the system similar to B40

− and B40, adding a new member to
the borospherene family. Molecular dynamics simulations in-
dicate thatD2d B40

+ (1) is dynamically stable at 300 K, where-
as it starts to fluctuate at 500 K between the two lowest-lying
isomersD2d B40

+ (1) (W) andCs B40
+ (3) (M) in concertedW-

X-M mechanisms via the transition state of C1 B40
+ (X), with

forward (W→X→M) and backward (M→X→W) activa-
tion energies (Ea) of 14.6 and 6.9 kcal mol−1, respectively. The
spectra from IR, Raman, and UV–vis analyses were simulated
to facilitate future characterization of this important
borospherene monocation.
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Introduction

Boron, a typical electron-deficient element in the periodical
table, has a rich chemistry dominated by multicenter-two-
electron bonds (mc-2e bonds) in both polyhedral molecules
and bulk allotropes [1]. Interestingly, multicenter bonding is
also found to be responsible for the formation of planar or
quasi-planar structures in a wide range of gas-phase boron
clusters Bn

−/0 (n=3–25, 27, 30, 35, 36) characterized in recent
years by Wang and coworkers [2–13]. In these flat species,
neighboring periphery boron atoms are bonded with localized
2c–2e σ bonds along the boundary, while the inner atoms and
the periphery atoms are sewn together in blocks with
delocalized multicenter σ and π bonds. Furthermore, multi-
center bonds become the sole bonding interactions in the new-
ly discovered borospherenes D2d B40

−/0 (all-boron fullerenes,
[14]): the perfect cage-like D2d B40 possesses a unique σ+π
double delocalization bonding pattern with all its 120 valence
electrons distributed evenly in 48 delocalized 3c–2e σ bonds
(one on each B3 triangle on the cage surface), and 12
delocalized mc-2e π bonds (m=5, 6, and 7, one over each
boron double chain). No localized 2c–2e bonds exist in these
borospherenes. Endohedral M@B40 (M = Ca,Sr) and
exohedral M&B40 (M=Be, Mg) were predicted shortly after
at density functional theory (DFT) level by Bai et al. [15]. The
electronic and IR and Raman spectra of neutral B40 were also
computationally simulated by He and Zeng [16] and Chen et
al. [17]. The first axially chiral C3 B39

− and C2 B39
− were

characterized experimentally by Chen et al. in 2015 [18],
followed by first-principles theory predictions of the charged
borospherenes C1 B41

+, C2 B42
2+ [17], Cs B38

2− [19], and Th
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B36
4− [20]. These cubic-box-like Bn

q clusters form a
borospherene family (n=36–42, q=n–40), which are all com-
posed of 12 interwoven double chains (BDCs) with n+8 tri-
angles and six hexagonal or heptagonal faces on the cage
surface, analogous to cubane C8H8 [14, 15, 17–20]. All these
borospherenes follow the general electron counting rule of 12
delocalized π bonds over 12 interwoven BDCs. The possibil-
ity of the cage-like B44 with two nonagons was also reported
recently by Tai et al. [21]. The latest development in boron
clusters is the experimental characterization by Wang et al.
[22] of the seashell-like C2 B28

−/0, which are the smallest
borospherenes observed so far. Another major discovery in
boron chemistry in 2015 was the syntheses of the atomically
thin monolayer borophenes, with or without vacancies on
Ag(111) substrate [23, 24], realizing the boron analogs of
graphene experimentally.

As the cationic counterparts of B40
− and B40, B40

+ was first
detected with mass spectrometry in the gas phase in 1992 [25].
However, there have been no further theoretical or experimen-
tal investigations reported on its geometrical and electronic
structures to date. In this investigation, based on extensive
first-principles theoretical calculations, we predict the possi-
bility of the perfect cage-like D2d B40

+ (1), which turns out to
be the global minimum of the monocation similar to B40

− and
B40. Extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
performed to investigate its dynamic behaviors. The
IR, Raman, and UV–VIS spectra of the borospherene
monocation were simulated computationally to facilitate
future experiments.

Methods

Extensive global-minimum structural searches were per-
formed on B40

+ using the Minima Hopping (MH) approach
at DFT level [26, 27], in combination with manual structural
constructions based on the low-lying planar, cage-like, and
tubular isomers of the observed B40

−/0 [14]. Low-lying struc-
tures thus obtained were then fully optimized at both the hy-
bridized DFT-PBE0 [28] and DFT-TPSSh [28, 29] levels,
with the basis set of 6-311+G(d) [30]. We noted that, al-
though the optimized cage-like D2d B40

+ (1) (see Fig. 1) pos-
sesses an imaginary vibrational frequency of 113.7 cm−1 at
PBE0 level, it is 0.011 eV more stable than the slightly
distorted C2v B40

+ (2) with zero-point corrections included
(see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information). This stability
order is strongly supported by the more accurate coupled clus-
ter method CCSD(T) [31–33], which shows that D2d B40

+ (1)
lies 0.012 eV lower than C2v B40

+ (2). The two structures are
so close in geometry that, with the bond-length criterion of
0.01 Å, they are practically the same with the actual symmetry
of D2d. Structural optimizations at DFT-PBE [34, 35], DFT-
TPSSh, and DFT-B3PW91 [36, 37] levels further indicate that

D2d B40
+ (1) is indeed the lowest-lying isomer of B40

+ without
an imaginary frequency, while C2v B40

+ (2) is not even a
stationary point on the potential energy surface, which is au-
tomatically converted to D2d B40

+ (1) during the optimization
processes. We conclude that the imaginary frequency of D2d

B40
+ (1) at PBE0 is an artifact of the PBE0 functional. D2d

B40
+ (1) is therefore the global minimum (GM) of the mono-

cation, as shown in Fig. S1, where the 20 typical low-lying
isomers within 1.55 eV are systematically compared. All cal-
culations in this work were implemented using the Gaussian
09 package [38], whereas the CCSD (T) calculations were
achieved using the MOLPRO program [39]. MD simulations
were performed for B40

+ (1) at 300 K, 500 K, and 700 K for
30 ps (Fig. S2) using the software suite of CP2K [40]. The
UV–vis absorption spectrum of D2d B40

+ (1) was calculated
using the time-dependent DFT approach (TD-PBE0) [41] im-
plemented in Gaussian 09.

Result and discussion

As shown in Figs. 1 and S1, B40
+ possesses a perfect cage-like

GM structure with the overall symmetry of D2d (1,
2A1), sim-

ilar to D2d B40, the GM of the neutral, and D2d B40
−, the

second lowest-lying isomer of the monoanion [14].
Detaching one electron from the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) (a1) of D2d B40 produces only slight bond
length changes in the second decimals in D2d B40

+ (1) (within
0.02 Å, see Fig. S3). One unpaired α-electron exists in the
undegenerate HOMO-1 (a1) of D2d B40

+ (1), which lies very
close in energy with the highest singly occupied α-molecular
orbital (α-SOMO) (a2) (see Fig. S4). Such an electron detach-
ment produces no structural distortion to the monocation. D2d

B40
+ (1) therefore follows both the geometrical and bonding

patterns of D2d B40 , with one α-molecular orbital (a1) singly
occupied, similar toD2d B40

−[14]. B40
+ is thus a new member

of the borospherene family. Other low-lying isomers are all
cage-like or quasi-planar, as collectively depicted in Fig. S1.
The cage-like Cs B40

+ (3), which possesses two neighboring
hexagons on the top and back, and the cage-like C1 B40

+ (4),
which can be obtained by capping one hexagon on C3 B39

−

[18] lie 0.34 eV and 0.39 eV higher than the GM at PBE0,
respectively. Other quasi-planar (such as 5 and 7) and cage-
like (such as 6, 8, 9, and 10) isomers appear to be at least
0.6 eV less stable than the GM at PBE0. The slightly distorted
triple-ring tubular Cs B40

+ (20), which can be constructed by
capping a B atom on one end of the perfect triple-ring tubular
B39

− [18] appears to be much less stable (by 1.54 eV) than the
GM (see Fig. S1). As shown in Fig. S1, the relative energies
obtained at TPSSh generally support the PBE0 results,
though it slightly favors the quasi-planar Cs B40

+ (5)
and Cs B40

+ (7), which possess different curvatures with
two adjacent hexagons.
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ExtensiveMD simulations revealed the dynamic behaviors of
the monocation. As shown in Fig. S2, D2d B40

+ (1) is dynami-
cally stable at 300 K, with the root-mean-square-deviation
(RMSD)=0.06 Å and the maximum bond length deviation of
MAXD= 0.19 Å. However, at 500 K (RMSD= 0.08 Å,
MAXD=0.29 Å), and especially at 700 K (RMSD=0.10 Å,
MAXD=0.39 Å), it starts to hop between the two lowest-lying
isomers D2d B40

+ (1) (W) and Cs B40
+ (3) (M) in the concerted

M-X-M transformation mechanisms proposed recently by Gao
et al. [42] for B39

−, via the transition state of C1 B40
+ (X), which

has one tetracoordinate B atom shared by two neighboring hep-
tagons (Fig. 2). The transition stateC1B40

+ (X) has an imaginary
frequency of 155 cm−1; the vibration of the active atom at the
center is indicated with an arrow in Fig. 2. The concerted vibra-
tions of the active atom and its close neighbors in the intrinsic
reaction coordinates (IRCs) of the system lead to both D2d B40

+

(1) (W) and Cs B40
+ (3) (M), with the forward (W→X→M)

and backward (M→X→W) activation energies (Ea) of
14.6 kcal mol−1 and 6.9 kcal mol−1, respectively. With a lower
activation energy than D2d B40

+ (1), the second lowest-lying Cs

B40
+ (3) is much less populated and shorter lived than theGM, as

shown in Fig. S2 at both 500 K and 700 K. The open-shell D2d

B40
+ (1) is obviously less stable dynamically than the closed-

shell D2d B40, which appears to be stable at 1000 K
[14] and starts to fluctuate between its lowest-lying iso-
mers at 1200 K [43].

Combining infrared photodissociation (IR-PD) spectrosco-
py and first-principles calculations has proven to be an effec-
tive approach in the characterization of novel cluster
monocations [44]. B40

+ was previously detected in gas-
phase with mass spectrometry [25]. It is therefore possible to
measure its IR spectra and characterize its geometrical and
electronic structures in experiments under suitable conditions.
We simulated the IR spectrum of D2d B40

+ (1) at PBE0 in
Fig. 3a to facilitate such measurements. The IR active modes
of D2d B40

+ (1) possess the irreducible representations of b2
and e, with most of them being weak in IR intensities. The
strongest IR vibration occurs at v95=1104 cm−1 (b2), which
exhibits an obvious red-shift with respect to the strongest IR
peak of 1274 cm−1 (e) calculated for D2d B40 at the same
theoretical level [17]. The second, third, and fourth strongest
IR peaks are predicted at 528 cm−1 (b2), 490 cm−1 (b2), and

Fig. 1 D2d B40
+ (1),C2v B40

+ (2),
and Cs B40

+ (3) optimized at
PBE0/6-311 +G(d) level, with
the hexagons and heptagons in the
front shaded in purple

Fig. 2 Intrinsic reaction
coordinates (IRC) of B40

+ from
the reactant D2d B40

+ (W), via
transition state C1 B40

+ (X), to
product Cs B40

+ (M), with the
activation energies indicated in
kcal mol−1 at PBE0/6-311G. The
vibrations of the active atom at the
center inW, X, and M are indi-
cated with arrows to guide the
viewer
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1249 cm−1 (e), respectively. These calculated frequencies may
serve as fingerprints to characterize D2d B40

+ (1) in IR
measurements.

The Raman active vibrational modes ofD2d B40
+ (1) generate

irreducible representations of e and a1 (Fig. 3b). The strongest
Raman scattering peaks of D2d B40

+ (1) at v99=1135 cm−1 (e)
and v100=1140 cm

−1 (e) also exhibit an obvious red-shift (about
200 cm−1) with respect to that ofD2d B40 predicted at 1327 cm

−1

(a1) [17]. Among the weak Raman peaks calculated at 165 cm
−1

(a1), 353 cm
−1 (e), 422 cm−1 (a1), 805 cm

−1 (e), 613 cm−1(e), and
1316 cm−1 (a1), the two a1 vibrational modes at 165 cm−1 and
422 cm−1 belong to typical radial breathing modes (RBMs).
RBMs have been used to characterize hollow structures in
single-walled boron nanotubes [45].

Finally, we present the simulated UV–vis absorption spec-
trum of D2d B40

+ (1) (Fig. 4), which turns out to have similar
spectroscopic features to that of D2d B40 [16], with strong
absorption bands located at 215 nm, 234 nm, 273 nm,
314 nm, 377 nm, and 447 nm, respectively. They all involve
one-electron excitations from deep inner-shells to high-lying
unoccupied orbitals of the monocation. We note that both the
excitations from the α-SOMO to α-LUMO at 2.13 eV
(582 nm), and from β-SOMO to β-LUMO at 0.21 eV
(5776 nm), are optically inactive with the oscillator strengths

of zero, in contrast to the weak HOMO-LUMO excitation of
D2d B40 at 2.33 eV (532 nm), which is optically active with a
small oscillator strength [16].

Conclusions

We have presented in this work a comprehensive theoretical
investigation on the perfect borosphereneD2d B40

+ (1), which

Fig. 3 Simulated a IR and b
Raman spectra of D2d B40

+(1) at
PBE0/6-311 +G(d) level

Fig. 4 Simulated UV–vis absorption spectrum of D2d B40
+ (1) at PBE0/

6-311 +G(d)
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turns out to be the GM of the system similar to D2d B40
− and

D2d B40. MD simulations show that D2d B40
+ (1) starts to

fluctuate between D2d B40
+ (1) and Cs B40

+ (3) at 500 K in
concertedW-X-M mechanisms, similar to the dynamic prop-
erties of B39

− [42], B40 [14, 43], B41
+ and B42

2+ [17]. The
simulated IR, Raman, and UV–vis spectra of D2d B40

+ (1)
may facilitate future characterization of this cage-like mono-
cation to enrich the chemistry of borospherenes.
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